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plot: in 1707, bajirao i (ranveer singh), the last peshwa, is ready to die. he has been ruled by his nephew chhatrapati shivaji maharaj (anand abhyankar), and has lost control of the
huge maratha empire. the peshwa is interrupted by jankoji, a high-ranking brahmin chieftain who has been ordered by the peshwa to assassinate the younger peshwa. bajirao's heir,

mastani (priyanka chopra), is in love with jankoji's daughter and now has a chance to avenge her father's murder. bajirao can't refuse the chieftain's request, but he doesn't allow
anyone to interfere in the affair of his son and daughter-in-law. the peshwa's life is in danger; jankoji believes that bajirao will kill him soon. bajirao mastani has only two scenes to

show mastani's dance, and one of them (the one where the bejeweled lady dances at the durbar) is so short that we barely see what she's doing. as such, it's difficult to justify making
the entire film in the style of a dance. besides, there are so many other performances during the film that are more deserving of attention. the main appeal is just ranveer and

deepika's chemistry, and their dance numbers are just that--dances, not especially daring or challenging. but the two actors do make the film work. ranveer is known for playing
maverick characters, so it's refreshing to see him as a very serious traditional gentleman. besides, the audience will want to see how an indian film's leading male actor will handle a

kiss, and he does it with panache. deepika deserves praise for her acting in the film. her mastani stands tall, and she really lends authenticity to the character. her dance numbers are
perfectly executed, and she deserves a lot of credit for watching padukone's dance numbers and (gasp!) adopting them as her own.
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if you love this bajirao mastani full movie then so share and like this movie. you can simply comment below this page. you can simply subscribe this website if you love this movie.
then subscribe this website: otherwise, we must be delighted. bajirao, a violent and hot-tempered soldier, who understands the dravidian cause more than anything else, is a difficult

character for a rs. 100 crore hero to develop as effectively as ranveer does here. there are many more such nimble roles which ranveer takes up and succeeds in. he is engaged, when
most of us would get restless. mastani, a crowning piece of creature making by bajirao, mastani, the clap-happy and passionate lover, an exquisite item of bajirao has the potential to

be the standout element of the picture. and she does not fail in this area. as the film progresses, she becomes an entire, joyous and witty character. even her best work is further
involved by ranveer. to the on-screen character of mastani, bajirao's disposition of preference, ranveer does an amazing job. he is a complete opposite to all the previous actors of this
type in indian film industry who have ever been used in the genre. mastani is a demonstration of a hindu woman in the mirror of a hindu male. she is all that we want and also what we
need in her. her decency is stunning. she has no shame and no inhibitions. thats how bollywood has come to be a reflection of the indian society. its only a matter of time until a indian

heroine is just a counterpart of indian society itself. mastani is a symbol of indian india, and bajirao has mastered the ways of it. the film has a message, and its signified here in the
ways of the character that ranveer brings out on the screen. and that is a very good thing. 5ec8ef588b
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